High-speed digital imaging and computational modeling of dynamic failure in composite structures subjected to underwater impulsive loads
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ABSTRACT

The load-carrying capacity of composite structures under water-based impulsive loads is evaluated in relation to different core materials and load intensity. The analysis focuses on the role of core density and the effect of varying structural attributes and environmental conditions on deformation and failure mechanisms in monolithic as well as sandwich composites. The structures analyzed are simply supported planar composites with PVC foam cores and E-glass/vinylester facesheets. For the analysis carried out, the material properties of the sandwich cores are varied while the total mass is kept constant. The structures are subjected to impulsive loads of different intensities using a novel new projectile-impact-based facility called the Underwater Shock Loading Simulator (USLS). In-situ high-speed digital imaging and postmortem analysis are used to study the deformation and failure of individual components, focusing on the effects of loading intensities, failure modes and material heterogeneity. Depending on the loading rate, shear cracking and/or collapse are the primary failure modes of the polymeric foam cores. Core density and height also significantly influence the response and failure modes. On a per unit weight basis, structures with low density cores consistently outperform structures with high density cores because the former undergo smaller deflections, acquire lower velocities and transmit a smaller fraction of incident impulses. Scaling relations in the form of deflection and impulse transmitted as functions of core density and load intensity are obtained to provide guidance for structural design.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Marine vessels operate in hostile environments which include high and low temperature extremes, transient dynamic loads like hull slamming, and corrosive sea water. Additionally, the structures are expected to withstand hydrodynamic loads resulting from surface and underwater explosions and weapons impact. Sandwich composites can provide good blast mitigation due to their high strength-to-weight ratios and high shear and bending resistances. The lightweight of sandwich composites can also improve speed and fuel economy. Compared with metal, composites are also more corrosion-resistant and have lower repair costs. These attributes make composite sandwich structures attractive materials for marine vessels. However, before such materials can be used, the relationships between their performance, constituent materials and geometric design must be well-understood and quantified.

Investigations have been out on the dynamic deformation and failure of layered materials. Results showed that key damage mechanisms include matrix cracking, fiber breakage and interlamellar delamination. The primary driving forces for the damage processes are transverse shear stresses [1–3]. Interlaminar delamination is the most detrimental to stiffness and strength and, therefore, is a major concern because delamination is not visible on the surface. Chang and co-workers [4–6] have studied the damage behavior of composite laminates under low velocity impact loading, concluding that in-ply matrix cracking precedes delamination growth and shear and bending crack initiation. The damage behavior of composite laminates is significantly influenced by matrix material, composite layup and geometric aspects such as size, thickness and loading area [7–9]. Minnaar and Zhou [10] used a novel interferometric experimental setup to show that interlaminar crack speeds are significantly higher under shear loading, and that crack speeds are strongly influenced by loading rate in mode II.
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However, only limited study has been reported [11,12] on the dynamic response of composites to water-based impulsive loads. The compressive response and fracture behavior of core material are of primary importance in the structural response of sandwich structures. The stress—strain behavior of cellular foams at high strain rates has been investigated using Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar apparatuses [13–17]. These experiments reveal that PVC foams have mild strain rate sensitivity in the strain rate range of \( \dot{\varepsilon} = 10^{-2} \) to \( 10^{-1} \) s\(^{-1} \) and negligible strain rate sensitivity in the strain rate range of \( \dot{\varepsilon} = 10^{-4} \) to \( 10^{-2} \) s\(^{-1} \). The primary mechanism for energy absorption in foam cores is local wall collapse and volumetric, stress-saturated compression. Constitutive models for foams often rely on homogenized continuum descriptions of the cellular materials [18,19].

Through the combination of a thick, low-density core and thin facesheets, sandwich structures achieve considerably high shear and bending stiffness to weight ratios than homogenous plates of equivalent mass made exclusively of either the core or the facesheet material. The primary factors that influence the structural response of a sandwich structure are (1) facesheet thickness, (2) core thickness, and (3) core density. Previous research on the dynamic behavior of sandwich composites has focused on low velocity contact-based loads such as drop weight and projectile impact [18,20–24]. It is found that the overall deflection experienced by sandwich plates is significantly lower than monolithic plates of equivalent mass [25–33]. Additionally, the forces and impulses transmitted by sandwich structures are also smaller than those by monolithic structures [25,28,29]. Recent assessments of blast-loaded structures show that FSI (fluid—structure interaction) effects play an important role in dynamic response and can be exploited to improve the blast mitigation capability of marine structures [29,34–37]. Experiments focusing on different core topologies and specimen sizes have been carried out by Espinosa and co-workers [38–40] and McShane et al. [41] using underwater pressure impulses generated by gas gun impact and by Dharmasena et al. [42] using planar pressure impulses generated by explosive sheets. Shukla and co-workers [43–47] examined the dynamic response of sandwich structures consisting of woven E-glass composite facesheets and stitched core to air-based shock loading and concluded that stitched cores exhibit superior mechanical performance.

The deformation and failure of composite sandwich structures subjected to underwater impulsive loads are complicated due to competing damage mechanisms, failure modes, interfacial effects and material heterogeneity. The material properties of the different components significantly affect the blast resistance of the structures. In addition, loading (intensity, boundary conditions, and environments) influences the failure modes. Despite recent advances in understanding the dynamic response of sandwich composites, several issues remain. One is the lack of design relations that quantify the response as functions of both materials and geometric parameters. To obtain such relations, experiments that account for proper loading conditions are required. Diagnostics that provide in-situ, time-resolved response measurements are also required. Until recently, such experiments remained unavailable. Full scale underwater blast experiments have been carried out by Dear and co-workers using C4 explosives to generate the impulsive loads and high-speed photography with Digital Image Correlation (DIC) to evaluate the dynamic response of composite structures [48,49]. Nurick and co-workers have conducted air-blast experiments using PE4 plastic explosive and a ballistic pendulum apparatus to analyze the damage and energy dissipation in monolithic composite laminates and fiberglass/PVC foam sandwich structures [50,51].

The objective of the present study is to characterize the damage response of sandwich composites with different core densities but similar total masses. The focus of this analysis is on understanding the deformation and failure mechanisms, and quantifying the damage in composite structures as a function of structural attributes, material properties, loading conditions and loading rates. The loading of interest is high intensity water-based impulsive loads. Planar impulses resembling those resulting from underwater explosions are generated using the Underwater Shock Loading Simulator (USLS), a novel experimental setup developed recently. The USLS consists of a projectile-impact-based impulsive loading system, a water chamber, a target holder, and a safety enclosure. The target holder allows clamped and simply-supported boundary conditions. The experiments are designed to quantify the resistance of each structural configuration to underwater impulsive loads. The response and failure mechanisms studied include overall deflection, face wrinkling, core—face debonding, core compression, core shear cracking and rupture. Of particular interest is the influence of load intensity and sandwich core characteristics on deformation and failure.

This is a combined experimental and computational study. Finite element simulations are carried out, accounting for the experimental conditions and material properties which are measured independently. The simulations also account for the fluid—structure interaction (FSI) effect at the water—composite interface. Failure mechanisms considered include shear cracking and fragmentation in the core, cracking in the facesheets, and core—face interfacial debonding. The simulations focus on damage initiation and evolution in the early stage of deformation (\( \sim 1000 \) ms) since the load-carrying capacity is most critically reflected then. This combined experimental and numerical approach enables the identification of factors that play important roles in determining the dynamic response of the materials. The analysis uses metrics such as deflection, energy absorbed and impulse transmitted to quantify blast resistance. The results are presented in normalized forms to identify underlying trends in material and structural response.

2. Water-based impulsive loading experiments

Gas gun impact has been successfully used to generate impulsive loading through water [39,52–55]. To obtain controlled loading and simulate different water—structure contact conditions, the Underwater Shock Loading Simulator (USLS) was designed to provide a variety of load configurations with quantitative diagnostics. Important features of this facility include the ability to generate water-based impulsive loading of a wide range of intensity, the ability to simulate the loading of submerged structures, and integrated high-speed photographic and laser interferometric diagnostics. Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the USLS. The shock tube is an...
800 mm long cylinder which is horizontally mounted and filled with water. It is made of steel and has an inside diameter of 80 mm. A thin piston plate is mounted at the front end and the specimen is located at the rear end. A projectile is accelerated by the gas gun and strikes the piston plate, generating a planar pressure pulse in the shock tube. The impulsive load that impinges on the target induces the piston plate, generating a planar pressure pulse in the shock at the rear end. A projectile is accelerated by the gas gun and strikes the specimen. Additionally, it bears resemblance to the conditions created by hull stiffeners in naval vessels. The impulsive waves are planar and produce a uniform pressure over the contact area with the specimen, simplifying the deformation and failure in the material to a 2-D event.

According to Taylor’s analysis of one dimensional blast waves [58] impinging on a free standing plate, the pressure in the fluid at a fixed position follows the relation

\[ p(t) = p_0 \exp \left( -\frac{t}{t_0} \right). \]

where \( p_0 \) is the peak pressure, \( t \) is time and \( t_0 \) is the decay time. The area under this curve is the impulse imparted by the wave

\[ I = \int_{0}^{t} p(t) \, dt. \]

A non-dimensionalized impulse \( I \) can be expressed as

\[ I = \frac{I}{\rho_w c_w A}. \]

where \( \rho_w \) is the density of water, \( c_w \) is the speed of sound water in and \( A \) is the area of loading. Impulsive waves due to underwater blasts have a characteristic decay time on the order of \( 10^4 \) s. The experimental facility and numerical modeling simulate the effects of different standoff distances from an explosive source. In experiments involving explosives, Tri Nitro Toluene (TNT) is used to generate underwater blasts. Swisdak [56] showed that for an underwater explosion, the peak pressure (in MPa) scales as

\[ p_0 = 52.4 \left( \frac{M^{1/3}}{r} \right)^{1.13}, \]

where \( p_0 \) is the mass of TNT in kilograms and \( r \) is the standoff distance in meters. In the experiments reported here, pressures ranging from 10 MPa to 300 MPa can be generated using different projectile velocities. The impulses are measured using high dynamic range piezoelectric pressure transducers (\#109C11 manufactured by PCB Inc.) and a high-frequency data acquisition system from National Instruments Inc. (NI-4432). Fig. 4(a)–(d) shows the comparison of experimentally measured and numerically calculated pressure histories corresponding to four different projectile velocities. The rise time of the pressure pulses is on the order of 25 µs and the decay time is on the order of 800 µs. The impulsive loads considered in this set of calculations have peak pressures of 40, 90, 140, 175, and 245 MPa which approximately correspond to 100 kg of TNT detonating at distances of 5.8, 2.83, 1.9 and 1.5 m respectively. The incident impulse magnitudes calculated using eqn (2) are \( I = \int p(t) \, dt = 0.11, 0.228, 0.359 \) and 0.424 kPa s. The normalized impulse magnitudes calculated using eqn. (3) are \( I = 0.015, 0.035, 0.055 \) and 0.065, respectively.

3. Materials and panel construction

The facesheets are made of biaxial E-glass/vinylester composites and the core is PVC foam manufactured by DIAB Inc. [61]. Three PVC foam densities are used: 60, 100 and 200 kg/m\(^3\). The sandwich structures analyzed here are in the form of beam specimens 300 mm in length and 80 mm in width. The four different specimen designs are as follows:

1. Composite monolithic panel consisting of biaxially oriented \([0/90/0/90]_s\) glass fabric infiltrated with West System 105 epoxy resin. The panel thickness is 6 mm.
2. Sandwich structure with glass fiber reinforced facesheets of thickness 2.5 mm and Divinycell HP60 core with a thickness of 30 mm for a total thickness of 35 mm.
3. Sandwich structure with glass fiber reinforced facesheets of thickness 2.5 mm and Divinycell HP100 core with a thickness of 20 mm for a total thickness of 25 mm.
4. Sandwich structure with glass fiber reinforced facesheets of thickness 2.5 mm and Divinycell HP200 core with a thickness of 10 mm for a total thickness of 15 mm.

The facesheets and cores are bonded together using the West System 105 epoxy resin and hardener. The four designs considered in this analysis have similar areal masses. Fig. 2 illustrates the makeup of composite structures analyzed. This sample size is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than composite sections used in ships. To compare the effects of different core densities on response, a relative density defined as

\[ \bar{\rho} = \frac{\rho_{\text{core}}}{\rho_{\text{PVC}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

is used. For the monolithic composite (which does not have a PVC foam core), the relative density is calculated by

\[ \bar{\rho} = \frac{f_{\text{matrix}} \rho_{\text{matrix}}}{f_{\text{fiber}} \rho_{\text{fiber}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( f_{\text{matrix}} \) and \( \rho_{\text{matrix}} \) are the volume fraction and density of the matrix, respective, and \( f_{\text{fiber}} \) and \( \rho_{\text{fiber}} \) are the volume fraction and density of the reinforcement, respective. In a large naval structure, such as a ship or a submarine, structural components are in different service environments and are subject to different loading conditions. For example, ship hulls and superstructures are in contact with water on the outer side (impulse side) and air on the inner side. On the other hand, the keel, rudder, propeller blades and underwater pipelines are in contact with water on both sides (the impulse side and the protected side). For the purpose of the current study, the former is called the air-backed configuration [Fig. 3(a)] and the latter is called the water-backed configuration [Fig. 3(b)]. The different composite structures and the corresponding geometrical dimensions and areal masses are presented in Table 4.

4. Numerical model

4.1. Modeling of water—structure interaction

A number of approaches have been used to simulate the interactions of blast waves with structures, both in air and underwater. One approach is to simulate the fluid with Eulerian meshes and the solid structure with Lagrangian meshes. The behavior of the fluid in the Eulerian domain can be modeled using an equation of state. This technique is termed the “Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian” method and is often used to simulate the fluid structure interactions when large mesh distortions in the fluid domain are a major concern [62,63]. The second approach is to prescribe an exponentially decaying pressure on one face of the structure [64,65]. The incident impulse can be calculated using ConWep, a blast simulation code developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [66], which allows the impulse to be determined for a known explosive charge and the standoff distance between the charge and the target. A third approach is to simulate both the fluid and the structure with Lagrangian elements [67]. An appropriate equation of state is chosen to govern the response of the fluid. In this study, the third approach of a Lagrangian formulation for both the fluid and the structure is employed.

A Lagrangian formulation is adopted to simulate blast wave propagation in water. It captures the exponentially decaying...
pressure waves and cavitation at the fluid structure interface. The response of water is described by the Mie–Gruneisen equation of state such that

$$p = \frac{\rho_0 c_0^2 n}{(1 - Sn)^2} \left( 1 - \frac{G_0}{2} \right) + \Gamma_0(\rho_0E_m). \quad (7)$$

where $p$ is the pressure, $c_0$ is the speed of sound, $\rho_0$ is the initial density, $E_m$ is internal energy per unit mass, $\Gamma_0$ is Gruneisen’s gamma at a reference state, $s = dU_s/dU_p$ is the Hugoniot slope coefficient, $U_s$ is the shock wave velocity, and $U_p$ is the particle velocity which is related to $U_s$ through a linear Hugoniot relation $U_s = c_0 + sU_p$. \(\text{(8)}\)

The parameters for the Mie–Gruneisen equation of state are listed in Table 3. The interaction between the water and structure is effected by tying the nodes in the water to the corresponding nodes of the structure, thereby ensuring continuity of displacements. Three tie constraints are employed here, viz., (1) between the piston and water, (2) between the water and the walls of the water-chamber, and (3) between water and the composite structure.

4.2. Constitutive and damage models for composite laminates

A finite-deformation framework is adopted to account for large deformations in the composite. Linear orthotropic elastic constitutive behavior is assumed. Damage initiation and failure of each composite ply are captured with Hashin’s damage model [11,68]. This is a homogenized model so that individual fibers and fiber–matrix interfaces are not modeled explicitly. Rather, the model provides a phenomenological representation of the different damage modes in composite structures. This framework incorporates four damage mechanisms: (1) matrix damage in tension, (2) matrix damage in compression, (3) fiber damage in tension, and (4) fiber damage in compression. The damage criteria for these mechanisms use the following parameters.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>HP60</th>
<th>HP100</th>
<th>HP200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>kg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile modulus</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive modulus</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear strength</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture energy</td>
<td>kJ m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

Material properties for facesheets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>kg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile modulus</td>
<td>$E_{11}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>39,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse modulus</td>
<td>$E_{22}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>11,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus</td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal tensile strength</td>
<td>$T_{11}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal compressive strength</td>
<td>$C_{11}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse tensile strength</td>
<td>$T_{22}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse compressive strength</td>
<td>$C_{22}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal shear strength</td>
<td>$S_{11}, S_{22}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse shear strength</td>
<td>$S_{33}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture energy for matrix in tension</td>
<td>$G_{0e}$</td>
<td>kJ m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture energy for matrix in compression</td>
<td>$G_{0c}$</td>
<td>kJ m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture energy for fiber in tension</td>
<td>$G_1$</td>
<td>kJ m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture energy for fiber in compression</td>
<td>$G_2$</td>
<td>kJ m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

Parameters for the Mie–Gruneisen equation of state for water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density of water</td>
<td>kg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of sound in water</td>
<td>m s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruneisen’s gamma</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) matrix tension ($\bar{\sigma}_{22} \geq 0$):

$$F_m^p = \left( \frac{\bar{\sigma}_{22}}{T_{22}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\bar{\tau}_{12}}{S_{12}} \right)^2. \quad (9)$$

(2) matrix compression ($\bar{\sigma}_{22} < 0$):

$$F_m^c = \left( \frac{\bar{\sigma}_{22}}{2S_{22}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\bar{\tau}_{12}}{S_{12}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{C_{22}}{2S_{22}} \right)^2 - 1 \left( \frac{\bar{\sigma}_{22}}{C_{22}} \right)^2. \quad (10)$$

(3) fiber tension ($\bar{\sigma}_{11} \geq 0$):

$$F_f^t = \left( \frac{\bar{\sigma}_{11}}{T_{11}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\bar{\tau}_{12}}{S_{12}} \right)^2, \quad (11)$$

(4) and fiber compression ($\bar{\sigma}_{11} < 0$):

$$F_f^c = \left( \frac{\bar{\sigma}_{11}}{T_{11}} \right). \quad (12)$$

In the above expressions, subscript “11” denotes the longitudinal direction and subscript “22” denotes the transverse strength. $E$, $T$ and $C$ are the tensile modulus, tensile strength and compressive strength, respectively. The in-plane/transverse shear strengths are $S_{12} = S_{21}$ while the out-of-plane/transverse shear strength is $S_{22}$. In addition, $\bar{\sigma}_{11}$, $\bar{\sigma}_{22}$ and $\bar{\tau}_{12}$ are components of the effective stress tensor in the form of $\bar{\sigma} = M\overline{\epsilon}$, with $\overline{\epsilon}$ being the nominal stress tensor and $M$ being the damage operator given by

$$M = \begin{bmatrix}
1/(1 - D_f) & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1/(1 - D_m) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1/(1 - D_b)
\end{bmatrix}. \quad (13)$$

where $D_f$, $D_m$, and $D_b$ are damage variables in fibers, matrix and associated with the shear modes, respectively [69].

In eqs. (9)–(12), for each parameter, a value of less than 1.0 indicates no damage and a value of 1.0 indicates damage. The upper bound to all damage variables in an element is $D_{\text{max}} = 1$. Prior to damage initiation, the material is linear elastic. After damage initiation, the response of the material follows

$$\bar{\sigma} = C_{\text{e}} \overline{\epsilon}, \quad (14)$$

where $C_{\text{e}}$ is the strain and $C_{\text{e}}$ is the elasticity matrix accounting for damage in the form of

### Table 4

Experiment schedule. The thicknesses of the facesheets are varied to maintain similar areal masses in the composite structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam designation</th>
<th>Core density (kg m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Core thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Facesheet thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Areal mass (kg m$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 1,2,3,4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP60 1,2,3,4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP100 1,2,3,4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP200 1,2,3,4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the above relation, $D = 1 - (1 - D_f)(1 - D_m)(1 - D_m^3)$ reflects the current state of fiber damage, $D_m$ reflects the current state of matrix damage, $D_f$ reflects the current state of shear damage. $E_{11}$ is the Young’s modulus of the composite in the fiber direction, $E_{22}$ is the Young’s modulus of the composite in the transverse directions, $\mu$ is the shear modulus, $\nu_{12}$ and $\nu_{22}$ are Poisson’s ratios. The components of the damage variables are

$$D_f = \left\{ \begin{array}{l} D_{f1}, \text{ fiber tensile damage variable}, \\ D_{f2}, \text{ fiber compressive damage variable}. \end{array} \right.$$ \hspace{1cm}

$$D_m = \left\{ \begin{array}{l} D_{m1}, \text{ matrix tensile damage variable}, \\ D_{m2}, \text{ matrix compressive damage variable}. \end{array} \right.$$\hspace{1cm}

$$D_s = 1 - \left(1 - D_f \right) \left(1 - D_f \right) \left(1 - D_{m1} \right) \left(1 - D_{m2} \right).$$ \hspace{1cm}

(16)

$D_{f1}, D_{f2}, D_{m1}$, and $D_{m2}$ are calculated using $G_{ct1}, G_{ct2}, G_{ft1}$, and $G_{ft2}$ which are fracture energies associated with matrix tension and compression and fiber tension and compression, respectively. The material properties used in these calculations were obtained from Refs. [22,40,70–73] and are listed in Table 2.

### 4.3. Constitutive and damage models for PVC foams

The PVC foam core used in the experiments is Divinycell HP with densities of 60, 100 and 200 kg/m$^3$ [74]. The Deshpande and Fleck crushable foam plasticity model [75] is used to describe the constitutive behavior of PVC foams. In this model, the yield surface for volumetric hardening is defined as

$$F = \sqrt{q^2 + a^2(p - p_0)^2} - B = 0,$$ \hspace{1cm}

(17)

where $p$ is the pressure stress, $q$ is the von Mises stress, $a = B/A$ is the shape factor of the yield ellipse that defines the relative magnitude of the axes. $B$ is the size of the $q$-axis of the yield ellipse and $A$ is the size of the $p$-axis of the yield ellipse. The shape factor is specified by

$$a = \frac{3k}{\sqrt{(3k + k)(3 - k)}}, \quad \text{where} \quad k = \frac{\sigma_0^t}{p_0^t} \quad \text{and} \quad k = \frac{p_t}{p_c},$$ \hspace{1cm}

(18)

where $\sigma_0^t$ is the initial yield stress in uniaxial compression, $p_0^t$ is the initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression and $p_t$ is the yield strength in hydrostatic tension. The uniaxial stress–strain response of the foam is adapted from Tagarielli et al. [15] and is shown in Fig. 5. Material parameters for the PVC foams are provided by the manufacturer and listed in Table 1.

Experiments performed show that fracture and fragmentation are significant damage mechanisms in composite sandwich structures subjected to underwater impulsive loads. A phenomenological damage criterion proposed by Hooputra et al. [76] is implemented to predict the onset of rupture due to strain localization and to capture the subsequent fragmentation of the core material. The damage model assumes that the equivalent plastic strain at the onset of damage, $\varepsilon_{pl}^d$, is a function of stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain rate, i.e.

$$\varepsilon_{pl}^d = \frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon_{pl}^e},$$ \hspace{1cm}

(19)

where $n = -p/q$ is the stress triaxiality, $p$ is the von Mises equivalent stress and $\varepsilon_{pl}^e$ is the equivalent plastic strain rate. The criterion for damage initiation is met when

$$\omega_D = \int \frac{d\omega_{pl}}{d\omega_{pl}(\eta, \varepsilon_{pl}^e)} = 1,$$ \hspace{1cm}

(20)

where $\omega_D$ is a state variable that increases monotonically with plastic deformation. At each increment during the analysis the incremental increase in $\omega_D$ is computed as

$$\Delta \omega_D = \frac{\Delta \sigma_{pl}}{d\omega_{pl}(\eta, \varepsilon_{pl}^e)} \geq 0.$$ \hspace{1cm}

(21)

The evolution of damage is based on fracture energy per unit area to be dissipated during the damage process. The data for fracture toughness is obtained from experiments carried out by Poapongsakorn and Carlsson [77].

### 4.4. Water-tank, projectile, piston and supports

The water-tank and supports are made of stainless steel and the piston and projectiles are made of aluminum. Linear elastic constitutive behavior is assumed for these components. Non-penetrating, penalty contact interactions are specified between each of the components.

### 5. Structural design

Non-dimensional variables are used for quantitative evaluation of the dynamic response of the composite panels as a function of loading and structural attributes. In structural design, necessary performance requirements are specified and the structural
characteristics that fulfill these objectives are ascertained. The material attribute of particular interest here is the normalized relative density $\rho$ and the loading intensity is the normalized incident impulse $I$. These parameters are varied independently of each other and the performance of each structure is quantified using the normalized deflection $\Delta/L$ and transmitted impulse $I_t$. Based on the experiments and numerical simulations reported here, four material−structure−performance relations have been developed. These relations are in the form of a power law in the form of $z = A\rho^m I^n$, where $z$ is the acceptable deflection and transmitted impulse levels and $A$, $m$, and $n$ are constants. These relations can be used to inform structural design with the understanding that they should only be used for the specified material, structural parameter ranges and loading conditions. For a given combination of deflection and impulse transmitted, the optimum value of relative density for a specific impulsive load level can be achieved by varying material properties of the monolithic plate or sandwich core.

6. Experimental results

6.1. Deformation modes and failure mechanisms

When the underwater impulsive wave impinges on the target, a number of deformation and failure modes are observed in the sandwich composite. Due to structural deflection and bending, the frontface experiences compressive loading which causes face wrinkling which is resisted by the core. Frontface buckling can ultimately lead to matrix cracking and fiber−matrix debonding followed by rupture. Failure in the frontface is followed by core compression, core shear cracking and fragmentation. Initially, the core undergoes rapid compression near the load region, a phenomenon called “core indentation”. Triantafillou and Gibson [78,79] showed that the indentation load is set by plastic yielding in the core and simultaneous inelastic deformation in the frontface. Since the facesheets in this set of experiments are relatively thin, it can be assumed that the core collapses at uniform shear strength with negligible additional strength provided by the facesheets. Due to the simply-supported loading configuration, the backface experiences maximum stresses near the midplane and fails under tensile loading. The interfaces between the core and facesheets are subjected to multi-axial loads due to the complicated deformation modes in both the facesheets and the core.

6.2. Effect of core density

Fig. 6 shows a sequence of high-speed digital images of a monolithic composite plate subjected to an underwater impulsive load in the USLS. The projectile velocity is 75 m s$^{-1}$, the peak pressure is 95 MPa and the resulting impulse corresponds to $I = 0.035$ shown in Fig. 4(c). In addition to the water flowing out of the water-chamber, a thin Mylar film used for sealing the water-chamber can be seen to the left of the panel. The deformation can be divided into two regimes: (1) flexural wave propagation towards the supports and (2) structural deflection. The flexural wave travels towards the supports in a very short time (~50 μs). Although the resolution of the camera is sufficient to capture this phenomenon, we are more interested in structural response in the form of damage and out-of-plane deflection, which take place over a longer time span. Consequently, the temporal resolution of the camera is...
selected to capture the behavior over a duration of 2 ms. The displacement of the backface is tracked at the midpoint and compared with that of other structures. Although the deformation and damage in sandwich structures can be tracked using high-speed digital imaging, the monolithic composite plate is quite thin and damage mechanisms are hard to discern from high-speed photographs. These damage mechanisms are revealed in post-mortem photographs of the monolithic composite plate shown in Fig. 7(a)–(c). Fig. 7(a) shows the deformed monolithic plate with clearly formed hinges near the load site which experiences the highest impulsive load. Fig. 7(b) and (c) shows delamination between successive layers in the laminate, matrix cracking, fiber pullout and rupture. While the deflection is relatively uniform over the length of the composite plate, damage mechanisms are predominantly observed near the circumference of the shock tube and near the supports, indicating significant influence of shear effects in damage creation.

Fig. 8 shows a sequence of high-speed photographs of a composite sandwich structure with a Divinycell HP200 core subjected to \( I = 0.035 \) as shown in Fig. 4(c). Initially, flexural waves travel through the frontface, severing the core facesheet bond. In cases where the core facesheet bond is stronger than the PVC foam, a layer of core material is separated by the facesheet due to the low tensile strength of PVC foam. Core—face debonding and core failure due to cracking and fragmentation are observed at \( t = 50 \mu s \). Core crushing commences at \( t = 150 \mu s \) and is restricted to the region close to the loading area. Core cracking and fragmentation occurs and the structure experiences complete failure at \( t = 1200 \mu s \). Fig. 9 shows a sequence of high-speed photographs of a composite sandwich structure with a Divinycell HP100 core subjected to \( I = 0.035 \). Core—facesheet debonding and frontface wrinkling failure occur at \( t = 50 \mu s \) followed by core indentation at \( t = 150 \mu s \). In core indentation failure, the core material fails in a highly localized region, leading to compressive stresses in the frontface which cause frontface buckling. The damage mechanisms in the frontface for this type of deformation are in the form of fiber rupture and matrix cracking. Shear dominated cracks originate near the supports at \( t = 300 \mu s \) followed by core cracking \( t = 900 \mu s \). This structure does not experience rupture.

Fig. 10 shows a sequence of high-speed photographs of a composite sandwich structure with a Divinycell HP60 core subjected to \( I = 0.035 \). The response of the sandwich structure with an HP60 core is quite different from those with HP100 or HP200 cores in that...
there is no core shear cracking, frontface wrinkling and core face debonding. Core compression commences immediately after the onset of loading at \( t = 150 \mu s \) and inclined cracks originate near the loading circumference area. These cracks propagate from the frontface to the backface and branch into multiple cracks (at \( t = 450 \mu s \)) near the backface, causing core backface debonding. After core face debonding, core fragmentation initiates. Core compression and core cracking occur simultaneously with crack propagation and frontface wrinkling.

Fig. 9. Sequence of high-speed photographs showing the deformation in a sandwich composite with HP100 core subjected to underwater impulsive loading with \( I = 0.035 \). Frontface wrinkling and core indentation occurs at \( t = 300 \mu s \). Inclined cracks initiated at \( t = 600 \mu s \) and were followed by rupture at \( t = 900 \mu s \).

Deformation in the core is quite uniform and bending deformation occurs prior to core cracking. Core face debonding is relatively less widespread and facesheet wrinkling does not occur.

Fig. 10. Sequence of high-speed photographs showing the deformation in a sandwich composite with HP60 core subjected to underwater impulsive loading with \( I = 0.035 \).
propagation through the core. Core indentation (localized compressive failure) in HP60 cores occurs to a greater extent than HP100, primarily due to the fact that HP60 compresses at a much lower load than HP100. This indicates that there is a lower limit on core density for a blast-resistant structures. It should be noted that among all the structures studied here, HP60 is the only core for which no catastrophic failure is observed at any load intensity studied.

The midpoint deflections for each composite structure are shown in Fig. 11. The monolithic composite structure is used as a benchmark for comparison with sandwich structures. It is determined that the lower the deflection when compared to that of the monolithic composite plate at a particular time, the better is the blast resistance. Fig. 11(a) and (b) shows the normalized deflection \( \Delta L/L \) (where \( \Delta L \) is deflection and \( L \) is the span of the composite panel) of composite structures subjected to \( I = 0.035 \) and \( I = 0.055 \), respectively. A comparison of the initial slopes of the deflection vs. time plots shows that the structures with higher relative densities move most rapidly in the direction away from the impulsive load direction. As the loading rate increases, the rate of deflection also increases monotonically. The monolithic composite experiences the highest deflection at the highest rate compared with the sandwich structures. The sandwich structure with HP100 core initially exhibits a rate of deformation that is similar to the sandwich structure with HP200 core but the response of HP100 core diverges at \( t = 400 \) \( \mu s \) and the rate of deflection increase decreases. For the sandwich structure with HP60 core, the rate of deflection increase is the lowest among all three structures studied for both load intensities.

6.3. Effect of load intensity

The effect of loading rate on blast resistance is evaluated through a range of incident impulsive load intensities shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 12 presents a sequence of high-speed photographs showing the deformation in different composite structures subjected to \( I = 0.065 \), which is the highest load intensity considered in this analysis. Fig. 12(a) shows the response of monolithic composite plate which is similar to what is seen in the high-speed photographs of a monolithic composite subjected to \( I = 0.035 \) discussed earlier. The effect of load intensity is much more significant for sandwich structures due to the nature of the dynamic

---

**Fig. 11.** Experimentally measured midpoint displacements as functions of time for sandwich structures subjected to (a) \( I = 0.035 \) and (b) \( I = 0.055 \).

**Fig. 12.** Sequence of high-speed photographs showing the deformation in composite structures subjected to \( I = 0.065 \). The impulse imparted to the frontface causes it to move away at a velocity higher than the allowable dynamic crush rate of the core resulting in large differential displacements which cause frontface fracture and core cracking, but relatively low core compression.
behavior of the core materials. Fig. 12(b) shows the response of a sandwich structure with HP200 core subjected to $I = 0.065$. The core fractures in a direction perpendicular to the planar wave and causes considerable core–face debonding in both the front and the back interfaces. Core compression is negligible and fragmentation is observed near the supports. Fig. 12(c) shows the behavior of a sandwich structure with HP100 core. The HP100 core fractures at an inclined angle from the loading direction and simultaneously undergoes core compression and crushing. The response of a sandwich structure with an HP60 core is shown in Fig. 12(d). Core compression and frontface wrinkling are observed at $t = 150 \mu s$. Damage and deformation in the sandwich structure with an HP60 core is significantly lower than those in other composite structures. At high load intensities, it appears that the impulse imparted to the frontface causes it to move away at velocities higher than the allowable dynamic crush rate of the core, resulting in large differential displacements which cause frontface fracture and core cracking, but negligible core compression. Fig. 13a shows the midpoint displacements as functions of time for the four different structures. The sandwich structures with HP200 and HP100 cores and the monolithic structures show relatively similar deformation histories reaching a $\Delta/L$ value of 0.25 at approximately the same rate. The sandwich structure with HP60 cores shows superior blast mitigation, deflecting at a lower rate and reaching a $\Delta/L$ value of 0.17, which is ~60% of that for the other sandwich structures.

The results show that core density and load intensity profoundly affect both the rate and the extent of deformation in the composite structures. The study indicates that structure with low density cores consistently outperform structures with high density cores of equal mass. Fig. 13b shows the backface velocity histories for all composite panels. The monolithic composite experiences the highest transverse velocities followed by sandwich structures with HP200, HP100 and HP60, in that order. This behavior can be explained by the presence of the sandwich core which reduces the velocity of the deforming composite panel. The lower the core density and thicker the core, the greater the reduction in velocity due to the ability of the core to undergo compression. Additionally, the variations in geometric parameters have an effect on flexural rigidity and deformation in sandwich panels. Since a fully dynamic computational framework is used to in this analysis, structural effects beyond bending, as well as bending, are captured.

Fig. 14 shows the normalized deflections ($\Delta/L_{AB}$) for all 16 air-backed configurations as functions of impulse $I$ and relative density $\rho$. At all impulse magnitudes, structures with the lowest relative density experience the least deflections. The deflections increase with increasing relative density as well as impulse magnitudes. Structures with HP200 cores perform only marginally better than monolithic structures. Structures with the HP100 and HP60 cores exhibit significantly higher blast resistances in comparison to the structure with the HP200 core and the monolithic composite. The relationship between deflection in air-backed structures($\Delta/L_{AB}$) and $I$ and $\rho$ can be given by 

$$\Delta/L_{AB} = 20 \rho^{(0.62)} I^{(1.20)}.$$

7. Computational results

7.1. Validation of numerical approach

A number of failure mechanisms are observed by time-resolved as well as post-mortem inspection of the composite panels. Failure in the monolithic composite panels consists of matrix cracking and fiber pullout, in addition to multiple delaminations through the cross-section. With increasing load intensity, the severity of matrix cracking increases significantly. In sandwich structures, the failure mechanisms consist of (1) matrix cracking, (2) fiber rupture, (3) fiber–matrix debonding, (4) permanent core compression and core indentation, (5) core shear cracking and rupture, (7) core–face debonding, and (8) rupture of the composite panel. The effects of loading rate are much more significant for sandwich composites with high density cores (HP100 and HP200) than for structures with low density cores consistently outperform high density cores. Sandwich structures are superior to monolithic composite plates at all impulse magnitudes.
with low density cores (HP60). Concurrent numerical analyses of
the response of composite panels provide a more in-depth under-
standing of the structural response and failure mechanisms. Based
on the experiments, a parametric finite element analysis is carried
out, focusing on the effects of (i) load intensity, (ii) changes in
relative density (monolithic, HP60, HP100, and HP200), and (iii) air-
backed and water-backed loading conditions. For all the calcula-
tions presented, simply-supported boundary conditions are used,
as in the experiments. Also as in experiments, four different pro-
jectile velocities are used to generate impulsive loads on the central
area of the specimen. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of experimentally
measured and numerically calculated pressure profiles in the USLS.

The deflection and impulse transmission in the monolithic plate
are taken as benchmarks to which the deflection and impulse
transmission in the sandwich structures are compared to gauge
relative performance. Fig. 15 shows a sectional view of the pressure
wave generated by a projectile traveling at velocity 75 m s⁻¹. The peak
pressure in this case is ~95 MPa. The Mie–Gruneisen equation of
state provides an accurate representation of planar pressure pulses
traveling through an incompressible medium. Fig. 16 shows a
comparison of high-speed photographs from experiments and
contour plots for damage from simulations at different times for a
structure with the HP60 core subjected to $I = 0.035$. The experi-
ments reveal that core compression commences immediately after
the onset of loading at $t = 150$ μs and inclined cracks originate near
the loading circumference. These cracks propagate from the
frontface to the backface and branch (at $t = 450$ μs) near the
backface, leading to core–backface debonding. Core indentation
is observed at the center, followed by core cracking and finally
culminating in fragmentation and collapse. Although damage in the
frontface is severe, the backface is relatively undamaged. The entire
structure achieves a common velocity at $t = 600$ μs. The numerical

![Fig. 15. Cross-sectional view of a finite-element simulation of the USLS showing the distributions of pressure for an impulsive wave generated in the water chamber when a projectile traveling at velocity 75 m s⁻¹ strikes the piston plate.](image)

![Fig. 16. Cross-sectional view showing a comparison of experimentally measured and numerically calculated deformation sequences for a sandwich structure with HP60 core subjected to $I = 0.035$. The major deformation mechanisms (core cracking, core frontface debonding and core crushing) are captured in the finite element simulations.](image)
simulations capture the different failure modes observed in the experiments. The major deformation modes captured can be divided into distinct regimes based on the time required for each regime: (1) load transfer through frontface and onset of core compression; (2) elastic and inelastic core compression; (3) core cracking and fragmentation and load transfer to backface; and (4) bending in entire structure. The material properties of the sandwich core determine the duration of each regime. The numerical simulations allow the identification of various damage mechanisms and the chronological sequence in which these mechanisms initiate. The overall panel deformation and core compression and core cracking closely resemble those observed in high-speed photographs of the experiments reported here. The magnified view of deformation sequences shows that initially, damage is much more severe near the loading area, and as the panel experiences further deformation, core shear and core–face debonding initiate. Strain localization observed in experiments is replicated in the numerical simulations in the form of cracks propagating outwards at ~45° to the loaded region. Extensive cracking and delamination are also observed in the backfaces.

The distributions of damage due to matrix cracking and core cracking and fragmentation in different composite structures are shown in Fig. 17(a)–(d) for \( t = 0.035 \) s. In the monolithic composite, matrix cracking is observed near the circumference of the loading area. Significant damage occurs in the composite layers that are in contact with water but the backface of the monolithic composite is relatively undamaged. For the sandwich composite with the HP200 core, core frontface and backface debonding occurs over the entire structure and the core fails through shear cracking. Both the frontface and the backface experience considerable damage. For the sandwich composite with the HP100 core, the frontface experiences significant damage and core frontface debonding is observed. For the sandwich composite with the HP60 core, frontface buckling and core frontface debonding are observed; but the backface is relatively undamaged. It is apparent that damage in the backface is highly dependent on the properties of the core. Damage and failure in simply supported sandwich structures occur primarily through the formation of discrete 45° core cracks and separation along the core face interface. Structural failure in all cases is due to shear stresses near the loading area and bending stresses near the supports. Results show reasonable agreement between the experiments and numerical simulations. The compressible foam constitutive model predicts the initial deformation response which is governed by the core compression. Additionally, the damage criterion provides an accurate characterization of damage creation and growth in the composite as well as foam components. However, the numerical model slightly overestimates the compressibility of the foam core, resulting in greater permanent core compression in the simulations as compared to experiments.

### 7.2. Deflection

Bending deformation initiates in the structure immediately after the onset of loading. In this configuration, the midpoint of the backface experiences the highest deflection and stresses. Fig. 18 shows the histories of center displacements normalized by the length of the structure for front and backfaces of the sandwich panels with the (a) HP60, (b) HP100, and (c) HP200 cores along with those of the monolithic composite of equivalent weight. The shaded region shows the core compression at the center. Results show that the center displacement of the monolithic composite is higher than those of all sandwich structures. The velocity acquired by the monolithic plate is very similar to that of the frontface in all three cases. For the three core densities, the frontface acquires much higher velocities than the backface. Therefore, the load

![Fig. 17. Cross-sectional view showing the distribution of core and facesheet damage in air-backed (a) monolithic composite and (b–d) sandwich structures with HP60, HP100 and HP200 cores. The calculated orientations and locations of failure mechanisms in the face, core and at core–face interfaces are in reasonable agreement with experimental observations. Projectile velocity is 75 m s−1 and \( t = 0.035 \).](image-url)
spreading capacities of the core are critical for enhancing blast resistance. Significant deformation in the backface follows core crushing and load transfer through the core. The higher the rate of deformation in the backface, the lower is the blast mitigation capability of the composite. For the HP200 core, the displacement in the backface occurs after a delay of ~50 μs. Comparison of the deflections for front and backfaces shows that both faces move with similar velocities. The backface deflection for this case is ~90% of the deflection in the monolithic composite. For the HP100 core, the displacement in the backface occurs after a delay of ~75 μs and the backface experiences ~70% of the displacement in the monolithic composite. For the HP60 core, displacement in the backface occurs after a delay of ~100 μs and the backface deflection is ~40% of the deflection in monolithic composite. The shaded regions in the plots show the core compression for each case. As the relative core density increases, core compression decreases significantly. A comparison of the slopes of the front and backface displacement vs. time plots indicates that thicker, low-density cores provide the greatest reduction in frontface velocity and the longest delay after the onset of loading for structural deflection to initiate. Fig. 19 shows the normalized deflection ($\Delta L/L$) as a function of impulse $I$ for structures with different relative densities. A monotonically increasing trend of center deflections with increasing core density is observed and shows reasonable agreement with experimental observations. At all impulse magnitudes, structures with the lowest relative density experience the least deflections. The deflections increase with increasing relative density and impulse magnitudes. The structure with the HP200 core performs only marginally better than monolithic structures. The HP100 and HP60 cores yield significantly higher blast resistances in comparison to the HP200 core and the monolithic composite.

7.3. Impulse transmission

Minimizing the impulse transmitted to the internal components of marine vessels is of critical importance. For the simply-supported loading configuration discussed here, the target structure transmits an impulse to the supports. The rate of impulse transmission and the magnitude of the transmitted impulse can provide valuable insight into the blast resistance and performance of composite structures. Clearly, the composite structure that transmits the least impulse at the lowest rate is most desirable. Fig. 20(a)–(d) shows the histories of impulses transmitted by air-backed structures subjected to incident impulsive loads of different magnitudes. It can be seen that, compared to the monolithic composite plate, the sandwich structures transmit significantly lower impulses and at much lower rates. In particular, the structure with the HP200 core shows a marked improvement in blast resistance over the monolithic panel. As the core density decreases and the corresponding core thickness increases, the improvements in blast mitigation are more noticeable. For example, for an incident impulse magnitude of $I = 0.065$ (1 = 0.42 kPa s) shown in Fig. 20(d), the sandwich structures with HP200, HP100 and HP60 cores transmit ~40%, 30% and 20% of the impulse transmitted by the monolithic composite, respectively. Correlating the rate of impulse transmission with the core characteristics in each case shows that, as the core density decreases and core thickness increases correspondingly, the rate of impulse transmission decreases significantly. The peak transmitted impulse as a function of incident impulses and core densities is plotted in Fig. 21. For each sandwich structure, the impulses transmitted are significantly lower than those for the monolithic composite. The transmitted impulses increase exponentially with increasing relative density $I = 0.065$ and increase monotonically with the increasing incident impulse. The experiments and simulations reveal that the sandwich core is essential for spreading the load uniformly over the entire span of the structure and absorbing the incident impulsive loads to enhance the blast mitigation capabilities of the structures. Fig. 21 shows the transmitted impulse for air-backed structures $h_{air}^{I}$ for all 16 configurations as a function of normalized incident impulse $I$ and normalized relative density $r$. At all impulse magnitudes, structures with the lowest relative density transmit the least impulse. The transmitted impulse increases with increasing relative density as well as impulse magnitude. HP200 cores
perform better than monolithic structures while HP100 and HP60 cores exhibit significantly higher blast mitigation in comparison to HP200 core and the monolithic composite. The relationship between deflection in air-backed structures \((I_T)_{AB}\) and \(T\) and \(\bar{p}\) can be given by

\[
(I_T)_{AB} = 100 \cdot \bar{p}^{0.8} \cdot T^{1.03}.
\]

\(\text{(23)}\)

7.4. Response of water-backed structures

An analysis of structural performance in water-backed conditions is important for the design of critical parts of ship structures like turbine blades, hull and keel. Water-backed conditions also prevail in underwater pipelines and ducts. Moreover, a number of sections in the hull of a marine vessel are backed by movable equipment and machinery which creates conditions similar to water-backed loading conditions. In addition to the results for air-backed structures reported so far, an additional set of simulations is carried out to investigate the role of water in contact with both sides of the structure. The load configuration for this case is shown in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 22 shows the distributions of damage in four different composite structures in water-backed loading for \(T = 0.035\). These contour plots illustrate the differences in the behavior of air-backed and water-backed structures. For the monolithic composite, high shear stresses develop near the circumference of the loaded area, causing severe damage in the form of matrix cracking. For the sandwich structures, however, flexural waves in the frontface cause core frontface debonding and frontface buckling. Damage is localized and the structure is relatively undamaged in regions that are away from the loading area. Clearly, for all structures, the overall deflection under water-backed conditions is severely restricted due to the presence of the backside water. Due to the lack of overall deflection and bending, tensile loads in both faces are negligible and the faces undergo significantly lower amount of damage in comparison to the corresponding air-backed cases.

To evaluate the role of relative density on dynamic response, the histories of center displacements experienced by the monolithic composite and both faces in the sandwich structures are shown in Fig. 23. The shaded region illustrates the core compression. Core compressive strains for all cores are similar (~100%), but the absolute core compression is significantly higher for HP60 than for HP100 and HP200. For the sandwich structures, due to low relative core densities, the frontface starts to move with a higher velocity than the monolithic plate and the frontface velocity is limited by the core. Therefore, the momentum transferred to the core increases with increasing relative core density. Fig. 24 shows the normalized deflections \((\Delta L/L)\) for all 16 cases for the water-backed case as a function of impulse \((T)\). As observed in air-backed
structures, thick cores with low relative density provide the best blast mitigation. In the water-backed case, on average, the reflections are 50% of the reflections in the air-backed case.

Fig. 24 shows the transmitted impulse \((\Delta/L)_{WB}\) for all 16 cases as a function of normalized incident impulse \(I\) and normalized relative density \(\bar{\rho}\). The vertical axis shows the normalized deflection \((\Delta/L)_{WB}\). At all impulse magnitudes, the magnitude of the transmitted impulse increases monotonically with the relative density. As the core density increases, the fraction of incident impulse transmitted by the structure in a water-backed configuration also increases significantly. The relationship between deflection in water-backed structures \((\Delta/L)_{WB}\), and \(\bar{I}\) and \(\bar{\rho}\) can be given by

\[
(\Delta/L)_{WB} = 20 \bar{\rho}^{0.36} \bar{I}^{1.60}.
\] (24)

Fig. 23. Front and backface displacements as functions of time for water-backed sandwich structures with (a) HP60, (b) HP100, and (c) HP200 cores subjected to an impulse of \(I = 0.035\). The shaded region is the core compression in each case. The solid black line denotes the displacement of the monolithic composite.

The resistance of a water-backed structure to applied impulse can be quantified by the magnitude of the impulse transmitted into the back side water section. Fig. 25 shows the histories of transmitted impulses for water-backed composite structures subjected to similar impulsive loads. The pressure pulses in the back side water section are measured and the corresponding impulses are calculated using eqn. (2). In all cases, the monolithic composite exhibits the least blast mitigation and transmits more than ~80% of the incident impulse into the back side water section. The HP200 core transmits ~40% of the incident impulse. During and up to the

Fig. 22. Distributions of damage in water-backed monolithic composite and sandwich structures with HP60, HP100 and HP200 cores. Deformation is highly localized due to the presence of back side water section which affects both deflection and impulse transmission. Design of such structures requires different considerations than air-backed structures. Projectile velocity is 75 m s\(^{-1}\) and \(T = 0.035\).
core compression stage, or at approximately 100 µs, the impulse transmitted is very low. However, when the core fails completely (at ~400 µs), the frontface “slaps” into the backface and both faces start to move together, causing a pressure pulse to be generated and transmitted into the back side water. The structure with the HP100 core transmits ~20% of the incident impulse with a low pressure plateau followed by complete impulse at the end of 600 µs. Clearly, blast mitigation in water-backed conditions is relatively insensitive to face thickness and is highly dependent on core density and thickness. The histories of transmitted impulses show that the rate of impulse transmission is highly dependent on core density. For instance, in Fig. 25(d), the monolithic composite transmits the impulse almost instantaneously after the onset of loading while in the sandwich structure, the transmission of the impulse is controlled by core crushing and the impulse is transmitted after complete core collapse. The time duration for failure in each sandwich structure can be clearly identified by the steep rise in transmitted impulse.

Fig. 26 shows the transmitted impulse ($I_{T, WB}$) for all 16 cases as a function of normalized incident impulse $\bar{T}$ and normalized relative density $\bar{\rho}$. The vertical axis shows the transmitted impulse ($I_T$). At all impulse magnitudes, the magnitude of the transmitted impulse increases monotonically with the relative density. As the core density increases, the fraction of incident impulse transmitted by the structure in a water-backed configuration also increases significantly. The relationship between transmitted impulse in water-backed structures ($I_{T, WB}$) and $\bar{T}$ and $\bar{\rho}$ can be given by

$$I_{T, WB} = 100 \bar{\rho}^{2.1} \bar{T}^{1}.$$  

8. Conclusions

Marine structures must balance strength and load carrying capacity with the ability to minimize impulse transmission for high blast and impact resistance. Composite structures have higher stiffnesses and high strength-to-weight ratios compared with monolithic structures. Additionally, sandwich structures provide very high bending and shear resistances with slight increases in total mass. However, due to the novelty and wide range of structural combinations, the relationships between structural responses and material heterogeneity in sandwich structures are not well quantified. In particular, the behavior of composite structures under extreme impulsive loading generated by underwater explosions needs to be systematically analyzed. In an effort to provide useful information for structural design, the load carrying capacity and impulse transmission capabilities of sandwich composites are evaluated over a range of relative densities and impulsive load intensities. The loading conditions involve impulsive loads with peak pressures up to 200 MPa, which simulate the effects of TNT.
exploding underwater at different standoff distances from the structure. The constitutive and damage models capture the different inelastic deformation and failure mechanisms in composite laminates and sandwich cores. It should be emphasized that the composite panels studied have similar overall mass which necessitates different core thicknesses. The effect of core height on dynamic response is not studied in this analysis.

This study has yielded experimental data on the failure behavior of composites subjected to underwater impulses. Maximal damage was observed near the load circumference in both monolithic and sandwich structures. The analysis of damage modes shows that relative core density is a critical factor in determining structural performance of sandwich structures. Sandwich structures significantly outperform monolithic composites at all impulsive levels and environmental conditions. Low density cores provide higher blast blast resistance than high density cores. An analysis of the effect of load intensity shows that as the load intensity increases, the deflection of the frontface outpaces the dynamic core crushing capability of the cores, resulting in collapse. In such cases, low density cores provide better load spreading and exhibit better capabilities for compression. However, a major concern for low density cores is the occurrence of core indentation, in which the core fails in a localized region and causes compressive stresses in the frontface leading to buckling and rupture. Therefore, a balance of core stiffness and softness is essential for optimal blast resistance.

Comparison of experiments and simulations shows that numerical calculations provide a reasonable representation of damage and dissipation mechanisms in the facesheets and core. The compressible foam constitutive model leads to high core compression and a slight overestimate of backface deflection. The finite element model captures the essential deformation mechanisms observed in both the facesheets and the core. Specifically, the following deformation modes are replicated with reasonable accuracy: core indentation, core shear, core-face debonding, face-sheet buckling and delamination, structural collapse and rupture. The results from numerical calculations provide a more in-depth understanding of temporal and spatial evolution of different deformation modes in the structure. The deformation in sandwich structures is strongly influenced by core density and loading rate and magnitude. Structures with high relative densities undergo severe damage and exhibit significantly higher core face debonding than structures with low relative densities. For a given impulsive load, structures with low relative densities (HP60 and HP100) experience considerably lower displacements than those with high relative densities (HP200 and monolithic).

In both air-backed and water-backed cases, the maximum impulse transmitted by each structure is used to determine the performance of the composite structure. Sandwich structures exhibit superior blast mitigation capabilities in comparison to monolithic structures at all impulse magnitudes. In particular, thick, low density foam cores made of Divinycell HP60 and HP100 foams provide the highest load spreading and impulse retardation. The temporal histories of impulse transmission show a significant dependence on core density with a clear increase in transmitted impulse after complete core failure. The transmitted impulses show a monotonic dependence on loading intensity and a power law dependence on the relative density. The effects of high relative density are further exacerbated at higher loading intensities.

Based on parametric calculations, empirical relations are obtained to quantify structural performance in terms of deflection and impulse transmission as a function of load (air-backed or water-backed, load intensity) and material attributes. These relations are summarized in Table 5. The insight gained here provides guidelines for the design of structures for which response to water based impulsive loading is an important consideration. Finally, it should be noted that the relations described in this paper are applicable only for the structural attributes and loading conditions considered herein.
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